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Abstract: Objectives: to determine the epidemiological profile and the histopathological 

aspects linked to rectal cancers in Cameroon. Methods: We undertook a retrospective 

study for descriptive purposes covering a period of 13 years from January 2004 to 

December 2016 from the registers of all approved anatomical pathology laboratories in 

the country (Cameroon). Only histologically confirmed cases were included. The 

variables studied were frequency, age, sex, risk factors, location and histopathological 

type. Results: Anorectal cancers are the third malignant disease in terms of number of 

digestive patients with 331 cases observed, or 23.53% of cases, occurring in patients 

with an average age of 50.62 ± 17, 21 years, predominantly at 54.08% for the male sex. 

The histology was strongly marked at 70% by adenocarcinoma at the rectal level and at 

52% by carcinoma at the anal level. Smoking, alcoholism,polyps, consumption of cold 

meats among others were found to be major risk factors in the majority of cases. 

Conclusion: Malignant anorectal pathologies occupy a significant place in our 

population. Men remain relatively the most affected population. The dominant 

histological type is adenocarcinoma on the rectal side and naked carcinoma on the anal 

level. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Cancers, globally, are increasing worldwide; 

digestive cancers  account for 20% of the cancers 

diagnosed annually worldwide. WHO counted 14.1 

million new cases  with 8.2 million deaths in 2012 

(Engbang, J.P. et al., 2012; & Sarker, A. et al., 2014). 

Colorectal cancer is the third cancer in men and the 

second in women with an estimated incidence of 1.4 

million cases and 693,000 deaths in 2012 (Sarker, A. et 

al., 2014). In France these figures are estimated at 

17,722 deaths out of 42,152 cases of colorectal cancer 

according to the European Cancer Observatory (OEC) 

of the International Agency for Research on Cancer 

(IARC) (Steliarova-Foucher, E. et al., 2012). Anal 

cancer  is very rare and  accounts for about 2% of 

colorectal cancers. Malignancies of the anus are still 

relatively rare in Canada; very few cases before 35 and 

are most encountered in the 60s; with 8,080 new cases 

in 2016 with a sex ratio (W / M) of 5/2 and 1080 deaths 

(Binder-Foucard, F. et al., 2013). In contrast, colorectal 

cancer is the second most commonly diagnosed form of 

cancer with 26,100 new cases in 2016, which represents  

 

13% of all new cancer cases and 9,300 deaths, which 

represents 12% of all deaths by cancer in 2016, (Arem, 

H. et al., 2015). In Western Europe and Oceania, rectal 

cancers fall within the scope of public health concerns 

acknowledging a high overall frequency with a risk 

close to 5% and the proportions of affected populations 

that approaches those observed in North America; 

namely 2/3 are over 65, women are the most affected in 

France; The histopathological aspect is dominated by 

squamous cell carcinoma almost 95% (Gérard, J.P. et 

al., 2016). On the other hand, in Africa research has 

been carried out; to classify sub-Saharan Africa as the 

area with the lowest prevalence (10 per 100,000 

inhabitants) of anorectal cancers; especially in the sub-

Saharan region and more specifically in West Africa 

and Congo where the results differ slightly from those 

encountered elsewhere in the world; a sex ratio of 1.62 

in favor of men in the Magreb with an average age of 

discovery of 47.01 years +/- 15.88 (extreme ages 1-85 

years); in sub-Saharan Africa, there is a sex ratio of 

1.32 in favor of women with an average age of 34.89 
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years (1-80 years) (Deby, G. et  al 2011). Several risk 

factors have been mentioned and observed in patients 

who have developed this cancer; namely viruses (HIV 

and HPV); Personal Habits (smoking, alcoholism, food 

rich in red meat, sexual habits, etc.); and personal 

history (age over 50, obesity, presence of colorectal or 

anal polyps and / or cancer) (Abramowitz, L. et al., 

2009; Valmary-Degano, S. et al., 2013; & FNCLCC. 

1992). The recent development of endoscopy has made 

it possible to diagnose this condition at an early stage, 

supported and confirmed by biopsy and pathological 

examination. The location of the lesions is preferably 

rectal (80.25%) and then anal (19.75%); but also that 

histology is dominated by adenocarcinomas in the 

rectum (79.01%) and by squamous cell carcinomas in 

the canal and anal  margin (95%) (Engbang, J.P. et al., 

2016; Sarker, A. et al., 2014; Frexinos, J. et al., 2005;  

Steliarova-Foucher, E. et al., 2012; Binder-Foucard, F. 

et al., 2013; & Arem, H. et al., 2015). In Cameroon, 

with the exception of the cancer registry for cancer in 

the city of Yaoundé, which records all cases of cancer 

diagnosed in this city, very few studies have been 

carried out concerning this location; considering the 

increase in the overall incidence of anorectal cancers, it 

is therefore necessary to describe their epidemiological 

and histo-pathological profile in our country. 

 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 
This is a descriptive and retrospective 

analytical study of malignant ano-rectal tumors proven 

histologically and diagnosed between January 2004 and 

December 2016. The study was carried out in public 

and private accredited anatomical pathology 

laboratories over the extent of the territory. We used 

histopathological examination reports (registers) from 

these different laboratories contacted. The samples 

generally came from surgery, oncology or 

gastroenterology departments and were fixed at 10% 

formalin, then treated according to conventional 

anatomical pathology rules in these approved 

laboratories. Patients for whom the diagnosis was 

confirmed were included in the study. The information 

obtained included the frequency, age, sex, histological 

type of the tumor. Data entry was made using version 

20 of the Social Science Package Software (SPSS). The 

elements of the descriptive statistics were used to 

calculate the frequencies and the proportions. 

 

RESULTS 
1. General profile of the study population 

1.1. Frequency 

We have collected a total of 1,407 cases of 

cancer of the digestive tract from all locations, 

including 574 cases of stomach cancer (40.80%), 366 

cases of colon cancer (26.01%), 89 cases of cancer 

esophagus (6.33%), 47 cases of ileum cancer (3.34%) 

and 331 cases of anorectal cancer (17.06%). Cancers of 

the rectum represented 17.06% of the digestive 

localizations (240 cases) and cancers of the anal canal 

6.47% of the digestive localizations (91cases).

 

 

 
Figure 1. General epidemiology of digestive cancers 

 

1.2. Evolution over the years 

The evolution of anorectal cancer is marked by an almost constant increase during the first 7 ranging from 17 

cases in 2004 to 38 cases in 2010. The evolution is oscillating the following 6 years with 20 cases in 2012 and 41 cases in 

2013, 29 in 2014 ... 
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Figure 2. Evolution over the years 

 

1.3. Distribution by sex 

Our sample consisted of 331 cases of anorectal 

cancer with 152 cases (45.92%) respectively for women 

(42 cases of anal canal cancer and 110 cases of rectal  

cancer) and 179 cases (54.08%) for men (49 

cases for the anus and 130 for the rectum); or a sex ratio 

M / F of 1.18. 

 

 

 
Figure 3. Distribution of populations by sex 

 

1.4. Age distribution 

The average age found was 50.62 +/- 17.21 years for extremes of 10-91 years. The modal class at 50-59 years 

old with 73 cases. 

 

 
Figure 4. Age distribution of populations 
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1.5. Distribution of rectal cancer according to the 

site of collection 

The lesions preferably sat at the level of the 

lower rectum at 40.91%; the Anorectal Junction with 

36.36% of the cases each; follow-up of the Recto-

sigmoid hinge with 13.64% of cases; and finally in the 

Upper rectum and the Middle rectum with 4.55% of the 

cases each. 

 

1.6. Risk factors 

They were found in 141 reports on the 331 

collected. Smoking was the most represented risk factor 

with a frequency of 18%, followed by polyposis and 

ulcerative colitis with respective frequencies of 14% 

each.

 

 

 
Figure 5. Distribution of populations according to risk factors 

 

2. Anatomopathology 

2.1. Type of sample: 

The type of sample was documented in 263 cases, out of the 331 collected. The majority of the pieces were 

obtained from biopsy in 78% of the cases, and from surgical pieces in 22% of the cases. 

 

2.2. Endoscopic / macroscopic aspect 

Anal side: The budding form was preponderant (71% of cases). n = 70 

 

 
Figure 7. Distribution of anal cancers by endoscopic appearance 
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Rectum: The budding or polypoid form was the most common (42% of cases). ; n = 152 

 

 
Figure 8. Distribution of rectal cancers by appearance at endoscopy 

 

2.3. Histological type 

The rectal histology was dominated by 

Liberkhunian adenocarcinomas with 70% of the cases.  

 

the other carcinomas, on the other hand, were 

found mainly at the anal level in almost 52% of cases.

 

 

Table I. Distribution of anorectal cancers according to histological types 

Histological types Anus  Rectum  Ano-rectal  

Effective ¨% Effective % Effective % 

 Liberkhünian adenocarcinoma 35 38.46 168 70 203 61.33 

Squamous cell carcinoma 28 30.77 7 2.91 35 10.57 

Mucinous carcinoma 13 14.29 31 12.92 44 13.30 

Undifferentiated carcinoma 3 3.30 2 0.83 5 1.51 

Independent cell carcinoma / / 1 0.42 1 0.30 

Mixed carcinoma 1 1.10 / / 1 0.30 

Basal cell carcinoma 1 1.10 / / 1 0.30 

Meckel cell carcinoma 1 1.10 / / 1 0.30 

Medullary carcinoma / / 1 0.42 1 0.30 

Non-Hogkinian Malignant Lymphoma 4 4.40 14 5.83 18 5.44 

Kaposi 5 5.49 13 5.42 18 5.44 

Leiyomyosarcomas / / 3 1.25 3 0.91 

TOTAL 91 100% 240 100% 331 100% 

 

DISCUSSION 
Our study found 331 cases of anorectal 

malignant tumors over a period of 13 years; this number 

is different from that found by Edino et al., in Nigeria, 

50 cases in 4 years. Padonou et al., in Benin, 4 cases in 

7 years and Sani et al., in Niger, 30 cases in 12 years 

(Edino, S. T. et al., 2005; Padonou, N. et al., 1994; & 

Sani, R. et al., 2004). Anorectal cancer seems rare in 

Togo and this rarity is also observed in Africa and in 

the world (Deans, G. T. et al., 1994; Amegbor, K. et al., 

2008; Blanchard, P. et al., 2010; Buchs, N. C. et al., 

2008; & Dangou,  J.M. et al., 2000). This difference in 

enrollment could be explained by the relatively longer 

study duration in our case. 

 

The average age found in our study was 50.62 

+/- 17.21 years for extremes of 10-91 years. These 

results are similar to those of Deby et al., in Brazaville, 

who found an average age: 49 years (40 and 59 years); 

Amegbor et al., in Togo, observed an average age of 49 

years (Deby, G. et al., 2011; & Amegbor, K. et al., 

2008). The young age of the patients was found by 

many authors in Africa and varied between 40 and 53 

years (Padonou, N. et al., 1994; Elmernissi, H. et al., 

2009; Mrini, K. et al., 2009; & Journal de Chirurgie, 

Elsevier ; Volume 145, 2008), but in Europe 2/3 of the 

patients diagnosed were over 65 years old according to 

GLOBOCAN. 
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The relative youth of our study populations 

could be explained by the lower life expectancy in 

Africa and Cameroon where, according to the central 

bureau of census and population studies, life expectancy 

in 2014 is estimated at 55,49 years; unlike in Europe 

where the largest majority of patients are over the age 

of 65 and where life expectancy is 77 years in men and 

83 years in women (Bureau Central des Recensements 

et des Etudes de Population. 2014). 

 

Our sample consisted of 331 cases of anorectal 

cancers with 152 cases (45.92%) for women and an 

overall male predominance with 179 cases (54.08%), 

i.e. a sex / M ratio of 1.18. These data are similar to 

those of Sani et al., in Niger, who found a male 

predominance for rectal cancer, as did most of the 

authors (Edino, S. T. et al., 2005; Padonou, N. et al., 

1994; & Sani, R. et al., 2004). This male predominance 

was also observed in the studies of Deby et al.,, Sani et 

al., for anal cancer (Deby, G. et al., 2011; & Sani, R. et 

al., 2004). In the literature, however, anal cancer 

generally occurs in women (Peiffert, D. et al., 2006; 

Spano, J. P. et al., 2000; & Mir, K. et al., 2009). This 

male predominance has been studied in the literature; 

and one of the explanations could be the protective role 

of estrogen at the colonic level which would decrease 

the risk of occurrence of anorectal cancer in women 

compared to men; and also it could be explained by the 

fact that men would be more smoking and more 

alcoholic than women and would therefore be more in 

contact with these risk factors (English, M. A. et al., 

1999; & English, M. A. et al., 2001). This increased 

vulnerability of men to the development of colorectal 

cancer may be due to a number of biological and 

gender-related (behavioral) factors (Cook, M. B. et al., 

2011; & Edgren, G. et al., 2012). Men are more likely 

to eat a high diet of red and processed meat, be more 

heavy consumers of alcohol and more likely to smoke 

(Bates, B. et al., 2016; Schütze, M. et al., 2011; & 

Chang, L. C. et al., 2014). Men also have a greater 

propensity to deposit visceral fat which is associated 

with an increased risk of colorectal cancer (Tchernof, 

A., & Després, J. P. 2013; & Marino, M. et al., 2011). 

 

Smoking was the most represented risk factor 

found in 18% of cases, followed by polyposis and 

ulcerative colitis in almost 14% of cases. Guingané et 

al., had similar results in Burkina Faso; as do many 

authors in the literature (Guingané, A.N. et al., 2014; 

Chango, A. 2010; Saurin, J-C. 2008; & Spano, J. P. et 

al., 2006). Epidemiological studies in the literature 

indicate that meat consumption, smoking and alcohol 

consumption are risk factors. However, plant anti-

cancer agents such as folate, antioxidants and inducers 

of detoxifying enzymes, binding luminal carcinogens, 

the fermentation of fibers could promote volatile 

protective fatty acids, and thus reduce the contact time 

with the colorectal epithelium due faster transit 

(Hamilton, S. D et al., 2000). With regard to alcohol, 

this product can induce the expression of enzymes 

linked to the metabolism of carcinogens and of 

compounds other than ethanol. alcoholic beverages can 

have carcinogenic effects. Acetaldehyde, an alcohol 

oxidation product, may be responsible for colorectal 

carcinogenesis (Wang, Y. et al., 2015). Homann and 

colleagues have reported that high levels of 

acetaldehyde in the rat colon degrade folate, a nutrient 

believed to reduce the risk of colorectal cancer 

(Homann, N. et al., 2000). Also, alcohol is an 

antagonist of methyl metabolism group and may 

contribute to abnormal DNA methylation, an early stage 

of colon carcinogenesis (Choi, S. W. et al., 1999). 

Finally, greater alcohol consumption may indirectly 

increase the risk of colorectal cancer by 

immunosuppression, delay DNA repair, activate hepatic 

procarcinogens by induction of cytochrome P-450 

enzymes or modify the bile acid composition (Wang, Y. 

et al., 2015). 

 

Other risk factors found in our study have been 

studied in the literature. Human papillomavirus (HPV) 

type 16 is classified by the IARC as a cause of anal 

cancer, and types 18 and 33 of HPV are classified as 

probable causes of anal cancer, based on limited 

evidence (International Agency for Research on Cancer. 

2019). It is estimated that 90% of anal cancers in the 

UK are linked to HPV infection (Parkin, D.M. 2011). 

About 91% of anal cancers in women and 75% in men 

are HPV-positive, a meta-analysis has shown (De 

Vuyst, H. et al., 2009). Risk of anal cancer may be 

higher in people involved in anal sex behaviors 

(including but not limited to receptive anal sex), 

therefore, risk of anal cancer is higher in men who have 

sex with men (MSM) than other men. 

 

In our study, we found the budding form as the 

majority diagnostic form in almost 57% of cases. These 

figures are close to those of Guingane et al., who found 

the endoscopic aspect most frequently observed was 

budding tumors with 12 cases (60%); in accordance 

with data from the literature. According to these 

authors, all parts of the rectum can therefore be the site 

of tumor lesions (Guingané, A.N. et al., 2014). In our 

study, the most frequent site was the lower rectum in 

almost 41% of the cases. On the other hand, cancer of 

the anal margin is not taken into account in the studies 

of many authors because it is  considered today as part 

of dermatological tumors. 

 

We found in our study that histology at the 

rectal level was almost 70% dominated by 

Liberkhunian adenocarcinomas. Figures approximating 

those of Guingane et al., in Burkina, they found a 

prevalence of 94% (Guingané, A.N. et al., 2014). The 

predominance of adenocarcinoma at the rectal level has 

been noted by the vast majority of authors; it is due to 

the richness of the rectal mucosa in the Lieberkühn 

gland; but also in one hand its anatomical proximity to 

the colon and on the other hand its histological 
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proximity too. Thus, it will be easier to develop 

adenoacarcinoma due to the colonic type epithelium 

and risk factors such as the presence of polyps which 

are pre-cancerous lesions (Edino, S. T. et al., 2005; 

Padonou, N. et al., 1994; Sani, R. et al., 2004; Deans, 

G. T. et al., 1994; Amegbor, K. et al., 2008; Blanchard, 

P. et al., 2010; Choi, S. W. et al., 1999; Matuchansky, 

C. 1993; & Ioannidis,  O. et l 2012).. At the anal level, 

we mostly had carcinoma at almost 52%; just like 

Guingane et al., in Burkina and most authors around the 

world (Buchs, N. C. et al., 2008; Guingané, A.N. et al., 

2014; & Ioannidis,  O. et l 2012). This would be 

explained by the histology of the canal and the anal 

margin which is a non-keratinized squamous epithelium 

devoid of glands. 
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